A method to create synthetic mixtures that simulate the Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) of an internal combustion engine, using O 2 , N 2 , CO 2 , H 2 O and Ar, has been designed. Different simplifications of this synthetic EGR error increases with temperature and decreases with pressure, equivalence ratio and oxygen mass fraction. Finally, the limit oxygen mass fractions for the use of each simplification have been obtained. Based on these results, it can be concluded that the only gas that can be obviated to keep the error in ignition delay under 1% is Ar.
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Introduction
In internal combustion engines, Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) is a widely used technique to reduce the formation of nitrogen oxides (NO x ) through the thermal way [1] . The working principle of EGR is to recirculate a certain amount of exhaust gases to the intake manifold, mixing them with the fresh air. The burned gases act as a diluent of the unburned mixture, thus a smaller initial oxygen mass fraction is reached and smaller combustion temperatures are obtained. In fact, the absolute temperature reached after combustion varies inversely with the exhaust gas mass fraction. Hence increasing the exhaust gas fraction reduces NO x emissions levels [2] . This is a compulsory strategy for compression ignition (CI) engines and its use is also widespread in current spark ignition (SI) engines. Moreover, the relevance of EGR is even higher in the frame of new combustion modes, such as Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI), Premixed Charge Compression Ignition (PCCI) and Low Temperature Combustion (LTC). These new lowtemperature combustion strategies use massive amounts of EGR to reduce the maximum temperature reached in the cycle [3] . In this way, the soot and NO x formation peninsulas, which can be seen in fuel/air equivalence ra-tio -temperature diagrams, can be avoided [4] . New combustion modes are based on the autoignition of a reactive mixture, with a higher or a lower degree of homogeneity, in an environment with low oxygen content (much less than in the atmosphere). These modes show virtually zero emissions of soot and NO x , but high emissions of unburned hydrocarbons (UHC) and carbon monoxide (CO) [5] . However, both UHC and CO are easily eliminated thanks to currently available after-treatment systems, which are efficient, effective and inexpensive.
The main challenge to implement these new combustion modes in commercial reciprocating internal combustion engines is the lack of control over the auto-ignition process and over the heat release rate. [6] [7] [8] . Improving the knowledge about the auto-ignition phenomenon of reactive mixtures in low temperature conditions is necessary to reach clean, efficient and marketable engines. As said before, these conditions are reached through the use of massive EGR. That is the reason why the auto-ignition of several fuels has to be studied under diluted environments with high EGR rates. These kind of studies are not typically carried out in single-cylinder engines but in facilities such as rapid compression machines, shock tubes or combustion vessels [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The lack of enough exhaust gas flux in these machines and their way of operation require working with synthetic EGR. So, it is necessary to define an optimal composition of such synthetic EGR to recreate the same conditions that can be found in a real engine and, by this way, to obtain results with real practical application.
Justification and objective
In this study the validity of different synthetic EGR mixtures to determine ignition delays experimentally is intended to be solved from a point of view of simulation and modeling. Simulations have been done for two different surrogate fuels, with reactivities typical of diesel fuel and gasoline:
n-heptane and isooctane, respectively. Despite the fact that more sophisticated surrogate fuels for diesel and gasoline can be found, n-heptane and isooctane were chosen because extended and fully validated chemical kinetic mechanisms are avaliable for both. Moreover, n-heptane, isooctane and their blends are primary reference fuels (PRF) employed to define the octane number reference scale and they are widely used in the literature as surrogates of diesel and gasoline under engine conditions [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Ladommatos et al. [18] [19] [20] [21] performed a thorough study about the effect of EGR on diesel combustion, including ignition delay and exhaust emissions.
They classified the effects of EGR into three different types. First, the effect of decreasing the percentage of oxygen was evaluated. It reduces the NO x emissions at the expense of rising particulate matter and unburnt hydrocarbon emissions, and it proves to be the most relevant of all the effects. Then, the chemical and thermal effects of CO 2 were studied, concluding that both have only a small effect on ignition delay and emissions. Finally, the chemical and thermal effects of H 2 O were studied. H 2 O was added up to 3% in mass, resulting in a slight increase in the ignition delay due to its higher heat capacity.
Zhao et al. [22] studied, experimentally and by simulation, five effects of EGR on ignition delay, combustion duration and heat release rate (HRR):
EGR increases the intake charge temperature since it is composed of hot burned gases, which implies shorter ignition delays, shorter combustion durations and higher peaks of HRR. EGR has higher specific heat capacity than the fresh air and it reduces the oxygen concentration, which implies longer ignition delays, longer combustion durations and lower peaks of HRR.
Chemical reactions involving the CO 2 and the H 2 O of EGR slightly reduce the combustion duration at high concentrations of burned gases. Finally, the stratification of the burned gases from the fuel/air mixture reduces the ignition delay due to the presence of higher temperature zones at the boundary between the hot burned gases and the unburnt charge. Dec [23] also performed a computational study of the EGR effects on the heat release rate using isooctane, obtaining that the higher the EGR rate, the smoother the HRR curve.
Chen et al. [24] studied the effect of EGR by simulation, using internal combustion engine models from CHEMKIN fuelled with methane. They divided the effects of the EGR into three: the thermal factor (referred to the high temperature of the hot EGR), the dilution factor and the chemical factor. Their results agree with the results of Zhao et al. Of course, the overall effect of the hot EGR depends on the temperature of the gases and the degree of dilution together with the chemical effects. [26] obtaining similar results.
A complete CFD study about the thermodynamic effects of EGR was performed by Babajimopoulos et al. [27] using KIVA-3V. Both the influence of the EGR temperature on the heat losses and the degree of EGR stratification (temperature and composition heterogeneities) were analyzed in a natural gas engine for different variable valve actuation strategies. These EGR thermodynamic effects in natural gas engines were also studied by Fathi et al. [28] concluding that the thermal losses decrease if the percentage of cold EGR increases because lower temperatures are reached.
Cong and Dagaut [29] studied the effect of CO 2 on methane oxidation in a jet-stirred reactor at low pressures (0.1 to 1 M P a) and medium-to-high temperatures (900 to 1400 K). These authors found a slight increase of the ignition delay working with 20% of CO 2 . Herzler and Naumann [30] employed a shock tube to study the effects of NO x , H 2 O and CO 2 on the ignition delay of natural gas at 1.6 M P a and high temperatures (1000 to 1700 K). They found that even small amounts of NO x lead to significantly shorter ignition delays. No significant influence on the ignition delay with H 2 O volume frac-tions of 30 and 50% was found because the promoting chemical effect of H 2 O on ignition is balanced by its higher heat capacity. Moreover, an increase of the ignition delay is found with 30% of CO 2 due to its higher heat capacity (at low temperatures) and due to relevant chemical effects (at high temperatures). Finally, Di et al. [31] studied the effects of gas composition on low temperature ignition of isooctane and n-heptane computationally and with a rapid compression machine, working with N 2 , Ar and a blend of Ar and CO 2 . Their results showed that thermal effects are very pronounced and are dominant at low temperature conditions, whereas at temperatures higher than 850 K, the chemical effects of CO 2 became more important than the thermal ones.
From this literature survey, it can be seen that there are a lot of studies about the effects of the EGR components on the different parameters of the combustion process. However, it is necessary to analyze these effects with realistic proportions of the species in order to define the relevance of each of them under engine conditions. The present work is justified because of the great amount of studies where the auto-ignition of different fuels at low temperatures is analyzed. In them, the ignition delay is obtained in environments poor in oxygen, and the dilution is done by adding N 2 , Ar or CO 2 indistinctly [32] [33] [34] . This way to control the percent of oxygen is very useful to obtain ignition delays at different temperatures and pressures, and with different combustion temperatures. However, a more proper composition of the dilution gases is necessary if a more realistic study is intended to be performed. In order to obtain ignition delays under various engine conditions, the question is how to dilute the air in the simplest way, but without altering This study is a work of simulation and modeling.
Methodology

Introduction
The methodology employed in this study is presented in this section.
First, the synthetic EGR is defined, as well as the equations employed to calculate its composition. Then, the calculation software, the chemical kinetic mechanisms used and the criteria taken to define the ignition delay are described. Finally, the simplifications of the complete synthetic EGR considered are shown and justified, and the parametric study performed is described.
Definition of the synthetic EGR
The influence of minor components of the EGR on the ignition delay has been checked in previous studies [30, [35] [36] [37] . These minor components (UHC, CO, formaldehyde and NO) have been obviated in this study due to the great difficulty implied by adding them to a synthetic EGR mixture.
Although NO, for instance, has a significant effect on the ignition delay, trying to use it in a synthetic EGR mixture involves complex issues. On one hand, the difficulty lies in the impossibility to know the amount to be added for each particular case, as the proportion of this component cannot be easily determined. On the other hand, if that amount is known, this species is found at a rate of a few parts per million, so that obtaining a synthetic mixture with such a precise amount would be extremely complex. Thus, the synthetic mixture which is considered as real EGR in the present study consists of the products of a complete combustion of a mixture of fuel and dry air with such a proportion of each component so as to achieve the final 
where a st = n + m/4 − p/2 and φ represents the equivalence ratio. Obviously, the factor a st /φ − n − m/4 + p/2 is higher than or equal to zero if the equivalence ratio is less than or equal to 1, which means that this combustion reaction is only valid for lean mixtures. If it is intended to work with a given mass fraction of oxygen Y O 2 , the composition of synthetic EGR providing it must satisfy the following equation:
where M i and M W i are the mass and the molecular weight of the species i, respectively, and X O 2 can be calculated as:
4.77236
where all the terms are known except the necessary equivalence ratio, φ, which is defined as the auxiliary equivalence ratio. φ is only used to determine the composition of the synthetic EGR and it is by no means related to the fuel/air equivalence ratio, F r, that later on will have the fuel + EGR mixture, as described further below. Once this auxiliary equivalence ratio is known, the determination of the composition of the synthetic EGR which provides a mixture with the desired oxygen content is quite obvious.
This method for designing synthetic EGR is based on obtaining a mixture that satisfies an objective in oxygen mass fraction. When studying the autoignition at low temperature conditions (with deficit of O 2 ) it makes much more sense to talk about oxygen mass fractions rather than EGR rates. The same EGR rate, depending on the load (i.e. on the working equivalence ratio) leads to different amounts of oxygen in the intake and, therefore, to different combustion temperatures. However, the conditions of the study are perfectly determined if the mass fraction of O 2 and the working equivalence ratio are used.
In connection with the previous paragraph, since the fuel is not mixed with pure air, but with a blend of air and exhaust gases with a given oxygen mass fraction, it is necessary to define how to compute the fuel-air ratio. For this purpose a fuel-oxygen ratio defined as F = M f /M O 2 was used. This concept is very useful to study the autoignition process in environments with deficit of oxygen, since it maintains the meaning of the equivalence ratio and, at the same time, it defines, uniquely, the working amount of fuel. The equivalence ratio is defined in this work as F r = F/F st , where st refers to stoichiometric conditions. Thus, for a certain required equivalence ratio, F r, the amount of fuel is given by:
where X O 2 is the oxygen molar fraction in the synthetic EGR.
The methodology used to obtain the composition of the fuel-EGR mixture can be summarized as follows: an auxiliary equivalence ratio, φ, is calculated for a desired oxygen mass fraction by using Eq. (2, 3). The EGR composition is defined with this auxiliary equivalence ratio and Eq (1). The molar fraction of fuel, X f , is calculated for a desired working equivalence ratio, F r, by using Eq (4). Finally, the composition of the fuel-EGR mixture is calculated by
Finally, it is worthy to note that this methodology allows working with very low amounts of oxygen even if very lean mixtures are being studied, which can be not realistic. To check the realism, the EGR rate corresponding to a certain oxygen molar fraction, X O 2 , and to a working equivalence ratio, F r, can be estimated with sufficient accuracy by using Eq. (5), which should
give values below 100%.
CHEMKIN and chemical kinetic mechanisms
As already mentioned in the previous section, CHEMKIN is the software used to obtain the different ignition delays. The version used is CHEMKIN-PRO 2009. Curran's kinetic mechanism is used both for isooctane and nheptane [38, 39] . This mechanism consists of 1034 species and 4238 reactions, and includes the chemical kinetics of the two hydrocarbons used in this investigation. Its validity has been checked in several articles [14, 15, 40] by comparison with experimental results. Besides, a simplified chemical kinetic mechanism has been used to facilitate the analysis of the reactions where the species of the synthetic EGR are involved in. This latter mechanism used was developed by Patel [41] and it consists of 29 species and 52 reactions.
The validity of this mechanism was proven in the given reference by comparison with Curran's mechanism. Whereas Patel's mechanism is used only to determine the most relevant reactions for this study, Curran's mechanism is used to perform all the calculations.
The model used is a homogeneous closed reactor (perfectly stirred reactor, PSR), which works with constant pressure, and uses the energy equation to solve the temperature temporal evolution. This model is the most appropriate to obtain ignition delays under certain pressure and temperature conditions [42] . Besides, working with constant pressure corrects, somehow, the over-prediction of the pressure which is typical of this kind of reactor [43] .
In this work the auto-ignition of the mixture is considered to be produced when the temperature in the reactor increases 400 K over the initial temperature (∆T criterion). The time corresponding to this instant will be considered as the ignition delay, τ . This criterion is widely recognized by the scientific community [43, 44] . Although the criterion chosen could seem inappropriate, since the ignition delay seems to be referenced to different phases of the combustion for different simulations, its consistency with other criteria has been checked for both fuels and various equivalence ratios (F r ∈{0.5, 1, 2} ), pressures (P ∈{5, 10, 15} M P a), temperatures (T ∈{700, 800, 900, 1000} K) and oxygen mass fractions (Y O 2 ∈{0.21, 0.15} ). For each case, the ignition delay is obtained from the ∆T criterion and from the criterion of using the time at which the maximum temperature gradient occurs (∇T criterion).
In In fact, the coefficients of determination, R 2 , has been calculated for each fuel and each method and their values can be seen in the corresponding figure.
Ignition delays are always slightly underpredicted by using the ∆T criterion instead of using the ∇T criterion. However, this underprediction is lower than 5% in case of using n-heptane and lower than 2.5% in case of using isooctane. Moreover, the difference between both criteria has always the same trend, which guarantees the correct interpretation of the results.
Finally, the ∆T criterion is chosen in this study because of its higher stability compared to other criteria, which can lead to more than one result for the ignition delay in certain simulations.
The maximum waiting time for the auto-ignition of the mixture has been set to 30 ms. This value has been chosen because higher ignition delays would be equivalent to combustions after top dead center (TDC) in an engine operating at 1000 rpm or higher. Therefore, mixtures with ignition delays longer than 30 ms have no interest in the context of automotive engines.
Simplifications of the complete synthetic EGR and parametric study performed
The different types of synthetic EGR evaluated were the following:
• Mixture formed by O 2 , N 2 , CO 2 , H 2 O and Ar: it is called real EGR and it is formed by all the species except the minor compounds (NO, CO, UHC and formaldehyde), which have complex reproducibility, as already mentioned before.
• Mixture formed by O 2 , N 2 , CO 2 and H 2 O: it was decided to obviate the argon because it is, typically, the minor compound of the real EGR mixture.
• Mixture formed by O 2 , N 2 and CO 2 : it was is decided to obviate the water due to the difficulty in adding it to the mixture. Water is the only species in use that is liquid at ambient temperature, and since the metering in vapor state is complex, it is preferable to work with it in liquid phase. This implies that a system is needed for H 2 O injection and also for its evaporation. In case of working with a synthetic EGR without water, it would be possible to prepare the mixture more easily with a filling based on partial pressures, since all the components are gases.
• Mixture formed by O 2 , N 2 and H 2 O: the carbon dioxide was obviated due to the difficulty in adding it to the mixture when the oxygen content is similar to the atmospheric one. The higher the mass fraction of oxygen, the smaller the amount of CO 2 to be added and, therefore, the lower the partial pressure of CO 2 in the mixture. Thus, if a filling based on partial pressures is done, it is necessary to have an initial vacuum pressure lower than the lowest partial pressure of the mixture.
Moreover, a high enough resolution in the pressure sensor used to con-trol the filling is needed. For all these reasons, using CO 2 under certain conditions can be really difficult.
• Mixture formed by O 2 and N 2 : it is the simplest form of diluting the amount of oxygen, by using nitrogen, the major component both in the ambient air and in the exhaust gases of an engine.
For each of the four types of mixtures in which some of the species are obviated, the value of its molar fraction was added into the molar fraction of nitrogen. Thus, the oxygen ratio desired by the user is conserved.
The validity of each of these mixtures was checked by comparing the ignition delays obtained with CHEMKIN with the ignition delays obtained for the real EGR mixture. This comparison was carried out at different equivalence ratios, oxygen mass fractions, temperatures and pressures, and it was done with both isooctane and n-heptane. The performed parametric study was as follows:
• Temperature: from 600 K to 1100 K, at steps of 50 K.
• Pressure: from 5 M P a to 15 M P a, at steps of 2.5 M P a.
• Fuel/air equivalence ratio: from 0.25 to 2.5, at steps of 0.25.
• Oxygen mass fraction: 0.2285 (ambient air, without EGR) and from 0.21 to 0.09, at steps of 0.02.
leading to a final number of 4400 cases to be compared, for each fuel and each type of synthetic EGR.
Most of the operating range of internal combustion engines is covered with this parametric study. Although equivalence ratios of 2.5 can seem uninteresting for practical applications, it must be taken into account that autoignition occurs under rich local equivalence ratios in direct-injection diesel engines [45] . This concept is known as most reactive mixture f raction and it arises due to the balance of reactivities between the fuel-air ratio distribution and the temperature distribution. Depending on the working conditions, local equivalence ratios on the order of 2 can be the most reactive ones.
Results and discussion
In this section, the range of application of each of the previous simplifications is evaluated, which is the main objective of this study. First, the validity of the simulations will be checked. For this reason the trends and orders of magnitude of the ignition delays will be analyzed, since they must be congruent with the auto-ignition theory. Second, the relative error in ignition delay will be defined. This parameter is the one that will be used to decide about the validity of each synthetic mixture. The variations of this error with the different parameters of the simulation (initial temperature, pressure, equivalence ratio and oxygen mass fraction) will be analyzed.
Finally, a maximum admissible error will be taken and, based on this, the ranges of validity of each simplified mixture will be established.
As expected [33, 46] , the following trends in the ignition delay were observed ( Fig. 2 ):
• Ignition delay decreases when the initial temperature is increased. For n-heptane, this is the case except in the negative temperature coefficient zone, NTC. In the parametric study performed, and if other parameters such as pressure, equivalence ratio and oxygen fraction are obviated, the ranges of the NTC zone are the following:
-Isooctane: between 800 K and 900 K.
-n-Heptane: between 850 K and 1050 K. Right.-n-Heptane.
Moreover, it can be seen that the NTC zone is moved to higher temperatures and it becomes less pronounced if the pressure is increased. In the same way, it can be seen that the NTC zone is moved to lower temperatures and it becomes more pronounced if the oxygen proportion is reduced. Besides, the NTC zone is moved to higher temperatures and it becomes less pronounced if the equivalence ratio is increased. Finally and as expected, the NTC zone of the n-heptane is more pronounced than the NTC zone of the isooctane.
• Ignition delay decreases when the pressure is increased for all the simulated range and for both fuels.
• Ignition delay increases when the mass fraction of oxygen of the mixture is decreased. Lower amount of oxidizer implies minor reactivity.
• Ignition delay decreases when the equivalence ratio is increased in the explored range.
These trends can be seen for the four types of synthetic EGR.
An error in ignition delay has been obtained for each case. For each synthetic mixture i at some given conditions of pressure, temperature, equivalence ratio and mass fraction of oxygen, this error is calculated as follows:
where realEGR corresponds to the mixture formed by O 2 , N 2 , CO 2 , H 2 O and Ar.
The behavior of this error as a function of various parameters will be analyzed now. First, how the error varies with the initial temperature is studied, as well as the causes of this variation. Then, how it varies with the equivalence ratio and with the oxygen mass fraction of the synthetic mixture will be analyzed.
As expected, the smallest error is obtained in the EGR formed by O 2 + N 2 + CO 2 + H 2 O, and it increases as additional species are obviated. As a consequence the highest errors are found in the mixture formed by O 2 +N 2 .
In fact, argon can be obviated if the oxygen mass fractions is less than or equal to 0.09 without exceeding 1% error in ignition delay.
Effect of the initial temperature on the ignition delay error
The effect of the initial temperature on the ignition delay error is shown in Fig. 3, 4 and 5. The error in ignition delay increases when the initial temperature is increased, up to a maximum. The behavior of the error with the temperature variation is justified by two effects, a thermodynamic effect and a chemical effect. As will be explained below, both effects cause opposite effects on the ignition delay error. Thus, a maximum in the ignition delay error (a change of trend in the evolution of the error) implies a change in the relevance of the effects. The location of this maximum is affected by the following trends, all of them shown in Fig. 3: • The higher the equivalence ratio, the higher the initial temperature where this maximum error is located. In fact, in some cases this maximum cannot be seen.
• The maximum error in ignition delay is also displaced to higher initial temperatures when either the pressure (Fig. 5) or the oxygen content are increased.
• The initial temperature at which the maximum error in ignition delay occurs is, for the same conditions, higher for n-heptane than for isooctane.
These trends can be seen for both fuels and for all types of EGR, as it is shown in Fig. 4 for n-heptane and Fig. 5 for isooctane. 
Thermodynamic effect
The thermodynamic effect arises because the heat capacity of the mixture is different for each synthetic EGR. A different composition implies different heat capacity, which implies a different evolution of the temperature.
Since a lower heat capacity means less heat sink effect, the mixture with a lower heat capacity also undergoes, obviating chemical aspects, a faster temperature increase. Taking into account the different heat capacities of the different species, Thermodynamics predicts lower ignition delays in those mixtures where H 2 O and CO 2 are obviated (since both species have higher heat capacity than N 2 ) and longer ignition delays in the mixture where Ar is obviated (since Ar has lower heat capacity than N 2 ).
Moreover, the higher the initial temperature, the higher the differences in the heat capacities. This causes higher differences in the temperature evolutions and, therefore, a higher ignition delay error. Besides, for a fixed temperature error, the higher the initial temperature, the higher the differences in the specific reaction rates (due to the exponential dependency of the specific reaction rate with temperature). Finally, the errors in specific reaction rate can be directly extrapolated to ignition delay errors. These two behaviours imply that the absolute value of the ignition delay error increases with the initial temperature.
Besides, the ignition delay error caused by thermodynamic effects is also affected by the duration of the combustion. If the exothermic stage (and, consequently, the temperature increase) occurs in a shorter time interval, the differences in heat capacities become less relevant for the calculation of the ignition delay. The consequences of all effects can be seen in Fig. 6 , where only Ar is obviated and, therefore, only thermodynamic effects are present.
The longer the exothermic stage (two-stage ignition or NTC regime) the higher the ignition delay error. In fact, the error increases fastly in the range of temperatures where the two-stage ignition of n-heptane occurs, and when the two-stage ignition disappears (above a certain temperature), the error decreases because the duration of the combustion is highly reduced.
Finally, it becomes increasing again as expected. This behavior is much less pronounced in case of using isooctane, since this fuel does not present a two-stage ignition.
Regarding the definition of the ignition delay error (Eq. (6)), the impact of the thermodynamic effect on it is very clear:
• If Ar is obviated the error becomes more positive as the initial temperature is increased, up to a maximum. Then, the error decreases due to the end of the two-stage ignition or the end of the NTC regime.
Finally, it increases again as expected.
• If H 2 O or CO 2 are obviated the error becomes more negative as the initial temperature is increased, up to a minimum. Then, the error becomes less negative due to the end of the two-stage ignition or the end of the NTC regime. Finally, it becomes more negative again as expected.
Despite the fact that this behavior is observed in all the range of initial temperatures when only Ar is obviated (Fig. 6) , it is observed only at low and high temperatures when H 2 O or CO 2 are obviated (Fig. 3, 4 and 5). To explain the behavior of the ignition delay error at medium temperatures in these cases, the chemical effect should be also analyzed.
Chemical effect
The chemical effect is caused by the differences in initial concentration of the species, when any of the synthetic EGR are used. A different initial concentration of any species affects the reaction rates and, as a consequence, the relevance of the reactions. All this leads to errors in the ignition delay.
Only two of the three species that can be obviated in the synthetic EGR are chemically reactive (CO 2 and H 2 O). The effects of each of these species on the ignition delay will be explained from a chemical point of view below.
A simplified chemical kinetic mechanism was used to find the most relevant reactions where the two species mentioned above are involved in. The mechanism used was developed by Patel [41] and it consists of 29 species and 52 reactions. With this reduced mechanism the same trends than with the detailed Curran's mechanism are obtained, both in ignition delay and ignition delay error, for all the simulated types of EGR. Once the most relevant reactions were located, sensitivity analyses of them were performed with Curran's mechanism. A sensitivity analysis of a reaction consists in multiplying the rate constants of this particular reaction by a factor of two (both forward and reverse rates) and then calculating the percent change in ignition delay.
Then, those reactions affecting the ignition delay more significantly are found between the most relevant ones. It should be noted that Patel's mechanism was only used to perform the reactions selection, whereas all the calculations were performed with the detailed Curran's mechanism.
The most relevant reaction for the ignition delay where CO 2 and H 2 O are involved in is:
which is a third body reaction where M can be H 2 , H 2 O, CO or CO 2 .
CO 2 and H 2 O are, therefore, OH radical generators. This means that while adding CO 2 or H 2 O increases the heat capacity of the mixture, which would increase the ignition delay, it also generates free radicals, thus reducing this delay. Regarding the definition of the ignition delay error (Eq. (6)), the impact of the chemical effect on it is very clear: the error increases (becomes more positive) as the mixture is more simplified. Thereby, the chemical and the thermodynamic effects are opposite and the behaviour of the ignition delay error will depend on the evolution of the relevance of each one.
Reaction (7) is not very significant at low temperatures due to the lower specific reaction rate (strongly dependent on temperature). It increases its speed at intermediate initial temperatures and it becomes less relevant at high initial temperatures. This trend of the chemical effect, if combined with the termodynamic effect, leads to the existence of a maximum in the ignition delay error at high initial temperatures (e.g. Fig. 5 ).
The relevance of reaction (7) at intermediate initial temperatures is caused by two factors. First, the specific reaction rate increases due to the temperature increment with respect to the low temperature range. Then, the H 2 O 2 concentration increases at intermediate temperatures due to the appearance of the NTC regime. The NTC regime appears when the formation of carbonylhydroperoxide radicals and their decomposition into active radicals competes with the formation of olefines from the alkyl and alkylhydroperoxide radicals [4] . This causes the decrease of the reactivity and an increase in the accumulated concentration of H 2 O 2 , promoting the relevance of reaction (7) . In fact, the overall reaction rate at the end of the NTC region is controlled by reaction (7) [39] .
At high initial temperatures the reaction rate of (7) is found to decrease. This is solely due to the lower concentration of H 2 O 2 , since the concentrations of CO 2 and H 2 O before auto-ignition are approximately the same regardless of the initial temperature. Lower concentration of H 2 O 2 is reached at high initial temperatures for two reasons:
• H 2 O 2 dissociation. Dissociation of hydrogen peroxide occurs at temperatures of the order of the auto-ignition temperature but with a much shorter characteristic time than the ignition delay, thus being an important mechanism of H 2 O 2 destruction. This dissociation generates two OH radicals, and consequently the ignition delay is shortened approximately to the same extent as with reaction (7). However, if the hydrogen peroxide dissociates, its reaction with CO 2 and H 2 O becomes less relevant and the effect of both species is not so important at high initial temperatures.
• Lower H 2 O 2 generation. Hydrogen peroxide is created by HO 2 , mainly by the following reaction:
At high temperature, the fuel not only suffers dehydrogenation, but it also disappears by decomposition in alkyl radicals (C n H 2n+1 ) and in hydrocarbon chains of lower molecular weight (thermal cracking) [39] . Thereby, CH 3 concentration increases at high initial temperature, promoting the relevance of reaction (9):
The CH 3 preference for HO 2 causes a lower formation rate of H 2 O 2 , and its reaction with CO 2 and H 2 O becomes less relevant.
For these reasons, obviating CO 2 or H 2 O has a very important effect on the medium-temperature range, but a lower one at high temperatures.
The sensitivity analyses show that the following third body reaction has also a high influence on the ignition delay (although much less than reaction (7)) (10) is the same as the effect of reaction (7). In fact, both lose their relevace at high initial temperatures due to the thermal cracking of the fuel. The higher the thermal cracking, the lower the dehydrogenation of the fuel and the lower the relevance of reaction (10) .
The chemical effects of CO 2 do not only come from reactions (7) and (10).
CO 2 destruction can be seen at temperatures where CO 2 dissociation is not relevant. This is caused by reactions of the type:
and
The sensitivity analysis shows that reaction (11) has no relevant impact on ignition delay. Reaction (12), which is a well known CO oxidation path, affects the ignition delay by competing with the h-abstraction of the fuel [29, 30, 35, 47] . Anyway, the relevance of these previous CO 2 reactions is negligible compared to reaction (7) . Moreover, as it will be seen in Fig. 8 , the effects of CO 2 are insignificant. It can be clearly seen that water is the key species to reproduce the real EGR and its effects are the most important ones.
The different effects on the ignition delay error, caused by obviating both species, are reflected in Fig. 3 , where the ignition delay error for the mixture N 2 +O 2 is shown. At low temperature, the figure shows that the effect of the heat capacity is the dominant one. Consequently, the ignition delay of the simplified mixture is shorter than the delay of the real EGR and, therefore, ignition delay errors are negative. Furthermore, the higher the initial temperature, the higher this thermodynamic effect and the more negative These thermodynamic and chemical effects are coherent with those exposed by Fathi et al. [28] , Di et al. [31] , Dec et al. [26] and Wooldridge et al. [48] .
As can be seen in Fig. 3 , the maximum ignition delay errors are slightly higher for n-heptane than for isooctane. A more pronounced NTC zone implies a higher accumulated concentration of H 2 O 2 under the same initial conditions, which promotes the relevance of the chemical effect and leads to higher ignition delay errors. Therefore, obviating certain species has a bigger impact on the autoignition process in the case of n-heptane than in the case of isooctane.
Effect on the ignition delay error of the equivalence ratio and the oxygen mass fraction
The ignition delay error becomes more negative when the equivalence ratio is increased, crossing the zero value. The zero crossing is caused by a balance between chemical and thermodynamic effects, for these specific conditions. As it can been seen in Fig. 7 , the location of the zero crossing exhibits the following trends:
• The equivalence ratio at which the zero crossing occurs increases if the initial temperature is increased.
• The equivalence ratio at which the zero crossing occurs increases if the pressure is decreased.
• The equivalence ratio at which the zero crossing occurs increases if the oxygen content is decreased. Besides, the richer the equivalence ratio, the more relevant the thermodynamic effect. In the explored range, the chain branching is dependent on radical species formed directly from the fuel, which causes rich mixtures to be more reactive [39] . Thus, the NTC zone becomes less pronounced if the equivalence ratio is increased. A smoother NTC regime implies lower accumulated concentration of H 2 O 2 and, therefore, a lower relevance of the chemical effects. The error in ignition delay increases when the oxygen ratio is decreased, as it can be seen in Fig. 8 . Obviously, the more diluted the mixture, the higher the differences between the mole fractions of the different species of one or another type of synthetic EGR. And the more disparate the EGR composition, the greater the error in ignition delay. However, due to the exponential dependency of the specific reaction rate with temperature, the thermodynamic improvement obtained when both species are taken into account is higher than the sum of the improvements. Thus, a synergistic effect appears between CO 2 and H 2 O.
Based on these results, the ranges of use of one or another type of synthetic EGR, depending on the desired oxygen mass fraction, can be defined.
Establishing that an error in ignition delay higher than 1% is not admissible, the following global intervals were obtained for the two fuels tested:
• Mixture formed by N 2 + O 2 : it is valid for oxygen mass fractions greater than or equal to 0.22.
• Mixture formed by N 2 + O 2 + CO 2 : it is valid for oxygen mass fractions greater than or equal to 0.21.
• Mixture formed by N 2 + O 2 + H 2 O: it is valid for oxygen mass fractions greater than or equal to 0.14 if the fuel used is n-heptane and greater than or equal to 0.12 if the fuel used is isooctane.
• Mixture formed by N 2 + O 2 + CO 2 + H 2 O: in case of using isooctane, it is valid for all the oxygen mass fractions simulated. In case of using n-heptane, it is valid for oxygen mass fractions greater than or equal to 0.09.
The criterion adopted here to give validity to each of the studied simplifications is completely arbitrary. This is a relatively strict criterion, but serves as a reference to select one synthetic mixture or another, ensuring their reality is accurately reproduced. Setting any other error limit, the new ranges of use can be obtained from Fig. 8 .
It is also noted that it is not necessary to add up argon to oxygen mass fractions less than or equal to 0.09 for the case of n-heptane, and in any case when using isooctane, since the limit fraction of auto-ignition (Y O 2 =0.05) has been reached without exceeding 1% error in ignition delay (which is the criterion used in this investigation for discarding a simplified mixture).
Conclusions
In this work a method to create synthetic mixtures simulating the exhaust gas recirculation of an engine has been designed. These mixtures can later be used in experimental facilities to study the auto-ignition phenomenon in both standard and low temperature conditions.
The method presented is based on using five different species: N 2 , O 2 , CO 2 , H 2 O and Ar. However, it is possible to work with the following simplified mixtures, with errors in the ignition delay of less than 1%:
• Mixture formed by N 2 + O 2 : Y O 2 ≥ 0.22.
• Mixture formed by N 2 + O 2 + CO 2 : 0.22 ≥ Y O 2 ≥ 0.21.
• Mixture formed by N 2 + O 2 + H 2 O: 0.21 ≥ Y O 2 ≥0.14.
• Mixture formed by N 2 + O 2 + CO 2 + H 2 O: 0.14 ≥ Y O 2 ≥ 0.09.
Ignition delay changes when any species is obviated due to a combination of two opposite effects, a thermodynamic and a chemical effect. The thermodynamic effect leads to shorter ignition delays when a species is obviated.
Besides, this effect predominates at low and at high initial temperatures and for rich mixtures. The chemical effect leads to longer ignition delays when a specie is obviated. This effect predominates at medium initial temperatures and for lean mixtures.
To conclude, in order to create an oxygen-lean mixture to study the autoignition phenomenon of isooctane and/or n-heptane, under real conditions, the following species have to be taken in account: N 2 , O 2 , CO 2 and H 2 O.
Argon can be obviated for oxygen mass fractions higher than 0.09 with ignition delay errors lower than 1%. Furthermore, it is not necessary to add CO 2 when the proportion of oxygen reaches medium-high values (≥ 0.14). This is possible because H 2 O is, by far, the species with the major influence on the ignition delay for the proportions used in this study. 
